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· 1 IntrQduction 

1; 

Re_cently exP.~:rimenta.I evid~nces in favor of ad-Wave superconducting~-pairi~g . ~ . ~-

in hlgh-T, '~up'rates ·[1] have been supported by theoretical studies of mod-. . --· .. .. . 

els with strong. electron correlatiop.s [2]. Many. ~nconventi~nal norm~ state 

· pioperti~s. of ~tiprates can be 'explained only by pro~er treatment· o'r'sti-ong 
. • - • . ·i . ' . . ' 

· · electron correlations on copper sites which could be also important for imper: · . ~' . . . . . - .. 

cdhd~cting pairing: The ~iniplest model allowing for the electrqn correlations 

is a two:dimen~i~nal J!'~bb~rd model w;t~; onC~ite repul~i~n U arid hoppi,:;g·· 

energy t [3]. Recent. studies [4] - [7] of the Eliashberg equations for the 

Hubbard model in the weak coupling limit, U :s; 4t, proved ad-wave pairing 

mediateq by spin fluctuatiOn excha.rige. 1~ the- vi_cinhy_ of antife~;romagnetic 
instability near half filling a superconducting temperature T, of order 0.021 
has been obtained. 

In the strong coupling limit, U > t, a t - J model is more appropriate. 
~ . . . . 

·. [3, 8]. · Excl~sion of doubly occupied states in electronic h~pping and their, 

strong coupling with spin fluctuations with exchange energy J "'!4t2 /U does 

not allow to apply mean fteld type approximations 6rpertu'rbation th;~;y. Ex-
' ac_t ~u~erkal .studies . [2, 9, HJ] for small clu~ters within th~ .t- J m~del sh~w 
ad-wave superconducting instability. However, to elucidate the natur~ of this 

·. ·" -. . - . '.- ·... < ... 
. pairing an analytical treatment of the t- J model is needed. ·For these purpose 

one ~an e~ploy'a spin pol~r~~-mod~l [11, 12] reducec! f~om thet:... J m'6del 
:-- - . . . ·. ' •' . 

in the limit of low temperature and small hole co~centrations. A ,number of 

studies of this model [i 1 ]- [18] predicts that a doped hole dressed by strong an

tiferroma&netic spin fluctuations can propagate coherently as a quasi-par~icle 
with weight Zk "' J ft. In addition to a narrow quasf-particle band of order J . . ' ' . . 

there is a broad incoherent band of order 6- 7t at higher energies. It is quite 

natural to suggest that the sanl:e spin fluctuations could inediate a supercon-
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ducting pairing of the spin polarons. Recently this problem was treated in the 

framework of the standard BCS formalism [19, 20]. A simple model of quasi

particles with numerically evaluated spectrum and effective pairing interaction 

·in the atomic limit [19] and mediated by antiferromagnetic magnon exchange 

[20] has been used. However, since the pairing spin-fluctuation energy is of 

the same order as a quasi-particle bandwidth J the weak coupling BCS equa

tion is inadequate to treat the problem. A full self-consistent solution of the 

Eliashberg equations and spin fluctuation susceptibility is needed to resolve 

this problem, 

In this paper for the first time a consistent solution of the strong cou- . 

piing spin polaron model at finite temperatures and hole concentrations for 

normal and superconducting states is presented. A numerical solution of a 

self-consistent system for hole and magnon Green functions for a two sublat

tice spin polaron model unambiguously demonstrate a singlet d-wave super

conducting pairing. The maximum superconducting temperature T, of order 

0.012t is obtained around hole concentrations 6 = 0.25. 

Combining the results for the Hubbard model [4]-[7] obtained in the weak 

coupling limit with the present one for the strong coupling spin polaron model 

we can argue that the spin-exchange pairing could be true mechanism for high

temperature superconductivity proposed earlier by several groups on the basis 

of some phenomenological models (see e.g., [21] - [23]). 

2 Polaron model 

We start from the t - t' - J model with the Hamiltonian 

1 
H,_J = - L t;; c&c;, + J L(S;S;- 4n,n;) = H, + HJ. 

iju (ij) 

lt 

(1) 



where the first term describes electron hopping with energy t;i = t for the 

nearest neighbors ~nd tij = .t' for the next nearest neighbors sites on a two 

dimensional square lattice. The electron oper.a~ors ct, ~ ct,(l- ni-cr) act in 

the_space without double occupancy and-ni = niT+ nil is the number operator 

for electrons. The second term describes spin-1/2 Heisenberg antiferromagnet 

(AF) with exchange energy J. In the model two main features of a doped hole 

motion in copper-oxides are properly taken into account: constraint on no 

double occupancy for holes on lattice sites due to strong electron correlations 

and interaction of holes with AF spin fluctuations that brings about strong 

renormalization of the QP spectrum. 

For a small concentration ofholes when the long range AF order is pre

served or at least strong AF correlations for nearest-neighbors still governs the 

h<?le. ~otion,_ the t - J model can be reduced to a more simple spin polaron 

model as it has been proposed in [11], [12]. To considersupew;mducting pair

ing of spin polarons we have to take into ;tccount explicitly a two-sublattice 

structure for the Heisenberg AF. By introducing two sublattices with spin up . . -· - ',_ . . - . 

(i El) and spin dow!' (i El) we define the holespinless fer\llion operators for 

two sublattices by the equation: 

c-1 = h+ c1 = h"~- f/!-'(i·E· r·J: t t ' t t t ) 

. + . ·. + . 
c;1 = /; , c;1 = /; Si (i El). (2) 

where St; si- are spin operators.on the corresl?<?nding su?lattices. In .. the 

linear spin-wave approximation (LSWA) the exchange part of the Hamiltonian 

(1) can be written as (see e.g., [15]): 

IfJ = L:w,(aia, + Pt/3,) + Ei{ (3) 
q 

where <>i(<>,) and !3t(!3,) are the magnon creation (annihilation) operators 

coupied with the spin lowering operators on two sublattices in LSWA : St :o: 
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a;, (i Ei), St :o: bi, (i El) by the Bogoliubov canonical transformation: 

ak = Vk<>k + UkfJ:':k, bk = Vk{Jk + Uk<>::k, 

Uk=(l+vk)l/2 
2vk ' 

(I ) 
1/2 - Vk 

Vk = -sign("rk) --
2vk 

(4) 

(5) 

with Vk = JI- -yf, /k = t(cosak,+cos aky). The spin-wave energy is given 

by Wk = SzJ(I- o)'vk with 0 being a hole concentration and z = 4 being the 

number of the nearest neighbors. The summation over wave-vectors in (3) and 

below is restricted toN /2 points in the AF Brillouin zone. In derivation of the 

exchange part of the Hamiltonian (3) the contact interaction between holes 

was taken into account only in the mean field-approximation that results in 

the renormalization of the magncin energy proportionally to the factor ( 1-6)2 • 

By employing the two sublattice representation (2) for holes and the LSWA 

we get the following expression for the hopping part of the Hamiltonian (I): 

where 

H, :o: _L_)htfk-q[g(k, q)a, + g(q- k,q){J!,] + H.c.)+ 
kq 

+ _L)<k- p)(hthk + Jt M 
k 

g(k,q) = ____:!..__ u .,(N72( q/k-q + Vq/k), 

(6) 

(7) 

and the next nearest neighbour hopping energy fk = 4t' cos akx cos aky·· We 

ignored two-magnon scattering processes proportional tot' since I t' I /t < 1. 

The chemical potential Jl. should be calculated self-consistently as a function 

of hole concentration 0 and temperature T from the equation: 

o = fhth,) + ut n (S) 
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3 Hole Green function 

To discuss a singlet superconducting pairing within the spin polaron model (3), 

(6) we consider the equation of motion method for the matrix Green function 

G(k, t- t') =< wk(t)iwt(t') > (9) 

in terms of the N ar.nbu operators: 

w_k = 
( 

· Ckf ·) ( ht ) 
<!.1 = f-• ' wt = (<tr <-kl) = (hk J!:k),. ( 10) 

whefe Zub~rev:s notation for the antkommutator-G~een fundion (9j' \vas used 

[24r 

By differentiating the Green function (9) in respect to two times t and t' 

we obtain the following Dyson equation as described in [16]: 

G(k,wr
1= wf0 + (<k- p)f3 - E(k,w), (11) 

where f0 and f3 are the standard Pauli matrix. The self-energy operator 

E(k,w) is given by the irreducible part of the many-particle Green function. 

Its components have the form 

Ehh(k,w) = -E!J( -k, -w) = L((ft_,Qt,, I fk-qQk,q))~'l, (12) 
q . 

Eht(k,w) = (Eth(k,w))" =- L((ft_,Qt,, I h;_kQq-k,,))~'l, (13) 
q 

where 

Q k,q = g(k, q)a, + g( q- k, q)f3'!:,. (14) 

The irreducible part in (12), (13) has no parts connected by the single zero

order Green function, G0(k,w) = (wf0 + (<k- p)f3)-1• 

To obtain the self-consistent equations for the Green function (11) we em

ploy the self-consistent Born approximation (SCBA) which has been proved 
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to be quite reasonable in calculation of the one-hole spectrum in the normal 

state (see, e.g. [11]- [18]). For the many-particle time-dependent correla

tion functions in (12), (13) the SCBA is equivalent to the mode coupling 

approximation which is just the noncrossing diagrain approximation: 

ut-,(tJQt,,(tlf•-·Q •.• J "' u:_, r tJf•-· J( Qt,,< t)Q •.• l, (15) 

UL.(t)Qt,,(t)h._,Q,_ •. ,)"' ut_,(t)h,_k)(Qt,,(t)Q,-k,,). (16) 

By using the spectral representation for the Green function in (12), (13) and 

the Fourier representation for the correlation functions {15), (16) v.;e get the 

following equations 'for the self-energy: 

+oo 

Ehh(k,w) = L J J dzdf!N(w,z,f!)>.u(k,k- q I f!)Ahh(q,z), (17) 
q -00 

+oo 

Eht(k,w) = L J J dzdf!N(w,z,f!)>.r2(k,k- q I f!)AhJ(q,z), (18) 
q -oo 

where 

N(w,z,f!) = 1 tanh(z/2T) + coth(fi/2T) 
2 w-z-f! · 

(19) 

Here by using the symmetry relation for the anticommutator Green functions 

for fermions 

((ht I h•))z+i6 =(UtI /k))z+i6 = -(U• I Jtl)-z-;s 

and 

{(ht I J!:k))z+iS = -((f!:k I htJ)z+iS = ((f-k I hk))z+iS 

we introduce the spectral density for holes: 
'-, . 

1 
Ahh(k,z) = --Im ((ht I hk))z+iS = A!J(-k,-z), 

" 
(20) 

1 
Aht(k,z) = --Im ((ht I f\))z+iS = Ath(k,z), " -

(21) 
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and the spin-hole interaction function 

>-n(k, q I !l) = g 2
( q- k, q)B( -q, !l)- g2(k, q)B(q, -!l), 

>.,,(k, q I !l) = g(k, q)g( q- k, q)[B( -q, !l)- B(q, -!l)]. 

The spectral density for the magnon Green function is defined by 

(22) 

(23) 

1 . 1 
B(q,w) = --Im ((/3, I fJi))r!+iS = --Im ((ail a,))-0-iS· (24) 

rr rr 

The solution of the Dyson equation (11) can be written in the Eliashberg 

notation as 

G(k,w) = wZk(w)fo + (Xk(w)- <k)TJ + ¢k(w)f, (
25

) 
(wZk(w))2 - (Xk(w)- <k)'- <i>k{w)2 

where 

1 .• . 
w(1- Zk(w)) = 2[Ehh(k,w) + E!f(k,w)] 

1 
Xk(w)) = 2[Ehh(k,w)- EjJ(k,w)] 

¢k(w) = Eh1(k,w) = (E1h(k,w))* 

and E!J(k,w) = -Ehh(k,-w). 

(26) 

To solve the system of equations · (26) we have to calculate the magnon 

Green function in (2~)-

4 Magnon Green Function 

For· two snblattice polaron model (3), (6) we have to consider the matrix 

magnon Gr~en function 

iJ(q, t- t') = ((A,(t); Ai(t'))), (27) 

where the two..-component magnon operators are 

A,=(":), 
/3_, 

Ai = (aif3-,)- {28) 
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By using the equation of motion method as in {11) for the commutator 

Green function {27) we get the following Dyson equation 

b-1(q,w) = wf3- w,fo- fl(q,w). {29) 

The polarization operator is given by the irreducible part of many-particle 

Green functions 

Iln(q,w) = Il22(-q,-w) = L_g(k,q)g(k',q)((J{_,hk I ht,fk,_,))~"), (30) 
k,k' 

rr 12 (q,w) = n;,(q,w) = L_g(k,q)g(k- q', -q)((f-,;_,hk I ht,fk,_.))~"l. {31) 
k,k' 

The irreducible parts (ir) in (30), (31) has no parts connected by the single 

zero-order magnon Green function b 0(q,w) = (wf3 - Wq'i-o)- 1 . To calcu

late the polarization operator we use also the SCBA which can be written as 

the mode coupling approximation for time-dependent correlation functions in 

(30), (31 ). As a result we get the following expressions for the components 

(30), (31): 

= 
Iln(q,w) = ~ j j dw,dwzN(w,w,,w,){g2(k,q)Ahh(k,wt)Ahh(k- q,w,)-

-· --co .. . - -

- g(k,q)g(q- k,q)AJh(k,wt)AhJ(k- q,wz)} {32) 

= 
Il12(q,w) = L jj dw,dw,N(w,w,,w,){g(k,q)g(q-k,q)Ahh(k,wt)Ahh(k-q,w,)-

k . -= . 
- g2(k, q)AJh(k,wt)AhJ(k- q,wz)} {33) 

where 
N(w,w,,w,) = I tanh(wz/2T)- tanh(w,j2T). 

2 w+w1-w2 

Therefore the matrix magnon Green function (29) can be written as 

D(q,w) = ( w + w, + Tlzz(q,w) 
-ll,.(q,w) 

-H12{q,w) ) I 

-W + Wq + Tl 11 (q,w) det(q,w) 

9 

(34) 

(:J5) 



where 

det(q,w) = [w- w,- Ilu(q,w)][w +w, + II,(q,w)]+ I Il12(q,w) I' (36) 

It should be pointed out that in eqs. (32), {33) the contributions from the 

anomalous Green funct'ions, which are nonzero only below the superconducting 

temperature Tc, are also taken into account. 

Therefore we got the closed system of equations for the hole Green func

tion (25) and the magnon Green function (35) which should be solved self

consistentiy: 

5 Numerical Results and Discussion 

For numerical solution of the system of equations (26), (32), (33) we employ 

the imaginary frequency representation for the hole Green function (25) with 

w = iw. = i7rT(2n+ 1) and the magnon Green function (35) with w = iw. = 

i1rT2n, n = 0, ±1, .... By using the representation for the function (19) 

. 1 ··1 
N(iw~,z,!l) = -TL iwm- z i(wn -wm)- n 

m 
(37) 

after integration in (17), (18) we get 

Ehh(k, iwn) = -T L L Ghh(q, iwm)Au(k,k-,- q I iw~- iwm), (38) 
q m 

Ehj(k, iwn) = -T L L Ghj(q, iwm)A!2(k, k- q I iwn- iwm)· (39) 
q m 

The interaction functions are given by 

Au (k, q I iwv) = g2(k, q)Du( q, -iwv) + g2( q- k, q)Du( -q, iwv), (40) 

A12(k, q I iwv) = g(k, q)g( q- k, q){Du ( q, -iwv) + Du( -q, iwv)}. (41) 

10 

For the magnon Green function we use the representation for (34) in the 

form 
1 1 

N(iwv,w,w,) = r:L: iwm -WI i(wm +wv) -w, 
m 

(42) 

with Wv = 21rTv and Wm = 1rT(2m + 1). After integration over dw, dw, in 

eqs. (32), (33) we get 

Ilu(q, iwv) = T L L {g2(k, q)Ghh(k, iwm)Ghh(k- q, iwv + iwm)-
k m 

- g(k,q)g(q- k,q)Ghj(k, iwm)GhJ(k- q, iwv + iwm)} (43) 

Il12(q, iwv) = T L L {g(k, q)g(q- k, q)Ghh(k, iwm)Ghh(k- q, iwv + iwm)-
k m 

- g2(k,q)Ghj(k, iwm)Ghj(k- q, iwv + iwm)} (44) 

Here we have 

Ghh(k,iwm) = -GJJ(-k,-iwm), Ghj(k,iwm) = GhJ(k,-iwm) 

A linearized system of the Eliashberg equations (26) in the limit T-> T;;, 

which can be used to calculate Tc, has the following form 

1 
Ghh(k, iw.) = iwn + <k _ J.' L,hh(k, iwn)' 

(45) 

ili(k,iwn) = T L L A,(k, k-q I iw.-iwm)Ghh(q, iw;,.)Ghh( -q, -iJm)il?(q, iwm)· 
q ... 

(46) 

In this limit we can also neglect the contributions from the anomalous Green 

functions in the polarization operator (43), (44). 

System of equations ( 45), ( 46) was solved by the fast Fourier transfor

mation [25] for a given concentration of holes 

1 2T 
00 

6 = 2 + N LLG(k,iwn) 
k n=O 

(47) 
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in the range 0.1 :::; 6 :::; 0.35 .The calculations were performed for the param

eters of the spin polaron model (3), (6): J = 0.4 and t' = -0.1 though we 

did not find much difference in results for t1 = 0 (all energies are measured in 

units oft). 

In the numeri.cal calculations we have used a finite mesh of 64x64 k-points 

in the full BZ and 200· 700 points for Matsubara frequencies with a constant cut 

Wmax = lOt in the summation over it. Usually 10- 30 iterations were needed 

to obtain a solution for the self energy with an accuracy of order 0.001. To 

calculate the spectral density for holes (20) and the density of states (DOS) 

1 
A(w) =- LA(k,w) 

N k 
( 48) 

a Pade approximation was used for analytical continuation from Matsubara 

points on the imaginary axis. At first a self-consistent calculation of the normal 

Green function ( 45) wa.s done and then the gap equation ( 46) was solved for 

a given concentration of holes. 

5.1 Spin polaron quasi-particle spectrum. 

Self consistent calculation of the Green function ( 45) with the self-energy - - ------
operator (38) was performed at first by neglecting magnon renormalizatkm 

in the interaction function ( 40) and then a full self-consistent solution by 

allowing for the polarization operators (43), (44), in (29) wa.s done. The 

calculations presented in this section was done at finite temperature T = 0.012 

that is slightly higher then the maximal superconducting temperature .given 

in the next section. 

In Fig:l we present spectral functions at k = ( 1r /2, 1r /2) for several hole 

concentrations. For small hole concentrations, 6 = 0.02,p.04,0.06,0.08,0.10 

there are no much differences for spectral functions calculated from the hole 

. 12 

Green functions with renormalized and unrenormalized magnon energy in the 

interaction function, eq.(40). So in Fig.1(a) only the results with renormalized 

magnon spectra are shown as a function of w- J.l· At higher hole coricentraM 

tions a negative contribution to the spectral density (24) at w < 0 energy 

develops due to excitation of electron-hole pairs that results in negative values 

for hole spectral functions in the incoherent part of the spectrum. In Fig. 1 

(b, c, d) we compare the spectral functions calculated with renormalized (solid 

line) and unrenormalized (da.shed line) magnon spectra. This negative contri-

bution develops at first for iong waveiength ma.gnons fof Sft"1ali wave-vector as 

was pointed out already in (17, 18]. In Fig.2 we show the corresponding hole 

density of states (DOS) ( 48) at different concentration of holes. In Fig.2( a, 

b) we compare the results of calculations with renormalized (solid line) and 

unrenormalized (dashed line) magnon spectra. A negative density of states ap

pears already at 6 = 0.08 (Fig.2(b)) In Fig.2(c) we show the density of states 

in the vicinity of the quasi-particle peak at large hole concentrations calculated 

with unrenormalized magnon spectra. Since the main quasi-particle peak at 

k = (7r/2,7r/2) shown in Fig. 1 does not change much in shape with doping 

even at large hole concentrations the picture of spin polarons as stable quasi

particle seems to be relevant even at large hole concentrq.tions. This robust 

behaviour of spin polarons with doping can be explained by a small si7.e of 

the polarons in ·comparisons with antiferromagnetic correlation length at quite 

large exchange energy. Here we present calculations for J = 0.4 and our esti

mation for larger exchange energy J = 1 show that spin polarons appear .to be 

stable at large hole concentrations. The real part of the hole self energy at. zero 

frequency is shown in Fig.3 for hole concentrations 8 = 0.02, 0.04, 0.06. 0.08 

(from top to bottom) and in Fig.4 the k-dcpend.ence of it is shown in the full 

Brillouin zone.for 6 = 0.10. With doping the bandwidth of tiH' hole quasi-
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particle spectrum increased substantially but does not change much its shape. 

Nevertheless the rigid band approximation adopted in [19], [20] seems to be 

inadequate and to obtain reliable numerical results for this strongly correlated 

system of holes with. zero free kinetic energy a self consistent determination 

of spin polaron ·spectrum is required. In Fig. 5 the Fermi surface defined 

as Re L:(k,w = 0) = 0 is shown for hole concentrations 8 = 0.1 (thick line) 

and 8 · = 0.2 (thin line). The full BZ shown in the picture consists of two 

degenerate antiferromagnetic ones marked by the dashed line. Vv'e .~ee that 

at small hole concentrations only hole pockets are filled and the. transition 

from a small hole Fermi surface to a· large one develops quite sharply around 

8 = 0.15. Temperature dependence of.the momentum distribution for holes in 

the spin polaron model was investigated in some details in [16] where it was 

shown that the Fermi surface washed out at some temperature of the order 

Td = 1.5Jo. So at quite low temperatures T = O.Q1 considered here the Fermi 

surface does not change much with .temperature. It should be also pointed 

out that a high density of states in the present calculations (see Fig.2) results 

from a narrowing of a free electron bandwidth due to strong correlations (spin 

polaron formation) and has nothing to do v.:ith the van Hove singularity. 

5.2 Superconducting pairing of spin po!arons 

In the present paper we consider only the linearized Eli ash berg equation ( 46) 

for the pairing energy </>(k, iwn) to study the symmetry of the superconducting 

order parameter and to evaluate the superconducting temperature T,. Eq.( 46) 

was solved by fast Fourier transforms for different hole concentrations employ

ing the results for the hole spectral functions (20) presented in the previous 

section. Looking only for even functions of wave~ vector k that are realized in 

the singlet pairing we obtained only d-type symmetry for the gap function. In 

,. 

Fig.6 we show k-dependence of the pairing energy, </>(k,w = 0), in the quarter 

of the full BZ. It has typical d-wave symmetry with two ridges resulted from 

sharp changes of the interaction function at the Fermi surface (cp. Fig.4). In 

Fig. 7 frequency dependence of the real (imaginary) part of the gap_ function 

L'.(k,w) = </>(k,w)/Z(k,w) at k = (0,11"/4)(a), k = (0,311"/S)(b) is shown by 

solid (dashed) line. The characteristic for the pairing theory cut off energy is 

of order J "' 0.4 which is dosed to the quasi-particle bandwidth. Therefore we 

have really a strong coupling limit for spin .polarons where all quasi-particle 

are paired contrary to the weak coupling in conventional superconductors. It 

is interesting that the same w-dependence for the gap function with a cut off 

energy of order 0.21 was obtained in the Hubbard model in the weak coupling 

limit [4, 5, 7]. By examining the temperature dependence of the highest 

egenvalue in the eq. (46) at different hole concentrations (see Fig.S) we can 

find· the temperature when it crosses the value 1. At this temperature the 

normal state becomes unstable due to singlet pairing of quasi-particle ~ spin 

polarons on different sublattices. In Fig.9 the dependence of superconducting 

temperature on hole concentrations is shown. We cannot solve our equation 

at lower temperatures then T = 0.004 and therefore has no results for T, for 

8 < O.L The maximum ofT, at 8"' 0.25 is explained by crossing the maximum 

of the density of hole states by the Fermi level (see Fig.2). This results are 

quite different with the monotonic increasing ofT, obtained within the weak 

coupling limit from the BCS equation in [20] and maximm:n ofT, observed in 

[10] near half filling 8 = 0 for small clusters. 

We also investigate T,-dependence on the exchange energy J which is 

shown in Fig. 10. T, increases with J but saturates at larger values. However, 

we does not obtain a large drop ofT, near J = 3 observed in small clusters 
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calculations near phase separation [9]. But the latter fenomenon is beyond 

the scope of our theoretical approach. 

6 Conclusions 

In the present paper the hole and magnon spectra for finite temperature and 

hole concentrations and superconducting pairing of holes in the .model with 

strong electron correlations have been investigated. Numerical solution of the 

self-consistent eqUations show a strong renormalization of the hole spectra due 

to AF spin fluctuations and formation of a narrow quasi-particle spin polaron 

band (see Figs. 1-3). The same spin fluctuations mediate superconducting 

d-wave pairing of two holes on different AF sublattices with maximum T, "' 

0.012! for J = OAt around the hole concentration 8 = 0.25. In our calculations 

we does not observed a strong T, dependence on J (Fig. 10). Frequency 

dependence of the gap function (Fig. 7) demonstrates a standard behaviour 

for the boson-mediated pairing theory. It should be stressed that in our self 

consistent calculations we does not make any fitting for a model with only two 

dimensionless parameters, J ft and p.ft. 

For a small concentration of holes when the long range AF order is pre

served <;>rat least strong AF correlations fo~ nearest-neighbors still governs the 

hole motion our results obtained for renormalized and unrenormali~ed magnon 

spectra do not differ much. Fo.r larger hole concentrations, 6 ~ 0.1, a negative 

contribution to the magnon spectral density at w < 0 due to electron-hole pair 

excitations results in some instability Of the incoherent part of the hole spec

trum. Therefore for large concentration of holes we perform calculations with 

unrenormalized magnon spectrum. To consider magnon spectra for the large 

hole ~oncentrations region a more elaborate study of spin fluctuation spectra 

should be done in the original t- J model [26]. However, we believe that spin 
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polarons dressed by AF spin fluctuations are the relevant quasi-particles even 

in this region of large hole concentrations and their pairing mediated by the 

spin fluctuations, which is also observed in the Hubbard model [4]- [7], could 

represent the mechanism for high-temperature superconductivity in copper 

oxides. 
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. nnaKIUia H.[\1. H Jlp. 
Csepxrlposo.nsuu,ee cnapwsaHHe cnHH-nons:~pOHOB s t- J MO.ll~lH 

EP-95-287 

PaccMarpHsaercSI cnHH-nqns:~poHHru:t MO.lleJlb .u.riH nsyxno.npewerot~Horo aHTH
<jleppoMarHeTHKa, nonyqeHHal! H3 1-J MOJieJJH. Ha OCHOBe caMocomacosaHHoro· 
6opHOBCKorU npH6JIH)KCHHSI BbJliHCJUilOTCSI MaTpHlfHLie <I>YHKUHH fp.HH3,[t.llSI,ll.OnHpO

B3HHbiX ,[l,blpOK. (CpHH-OO!UipOHOB) H M3rHOHOB .D,JlSI H3)"1CHHSI KBaJH'-JaCTH'-IHOrQ 

cneKTpa )lblpOK H CBepxnpOBO)lJ!UiefO cnapHBaHH~ JIByx )lblpOK Ha pa3HbiX nO)Ipe
UJCTK3X. lJHCJlCHHOe peWCHHC C3MOCOfn3COB3HHOii CHCT.eMbl ypasHCHHii C noMOutblO 

6biCTporo npeo6pa30BaHH~ <l>ypbe nOKa3biBaeT CHJibHYIO nepeHOpMHpOBKY KBa3H
"13CTHlJHOfO cneKrpa .Jl.biPoK Ja C'-leT cnHHOBLIX 4Jn)'KryauHH u·· csepxnposo.wn.Itee 
cnapHB3Hl-fe CnHH-ncinspOHOB d CHMMeTpHH C M3KCH_ManbHOfi TeMnepaTypOfi 

Tc"' 0,0 It s6JJH3H KOHUeHrpauHH JlblpOK 0,25. YrsepJI()Iaerc~. •ro csepxnpoBO)lJI
m.ee.cnapHEH'tH!-fe Cr!!-fH-f!O!!~pO!--!OB !3 MO,!!.e.f!H C C!-1'-l!bHOH 3.r!eKTpOHHOH KOppe...'19.:!.U-l:ef1: 

npe.UCTaBJlSJeT MeXaHHJM BbiCOKOTeMnepaTypHOH CBepxnpOBO.llHMOCTH. . . 

Pa6oTa BblnOJIHeHa B na6oparopHH reopeTH.eCKOii <jlinHKH HM.H.H.Eoromo6o-
Ba OH51H. ' . 

npenpHHT 06beltHHeHHOro HHclmyra Sl,llepHLIX ·HCCJle.llOBafiHH . .[(y6Ha. 1995 

Plakida N.M. et al: El?-95-287 
Superconducting Pairing of Spin Polarons in the t ~ J Model 

A spin polaron model derived from the t....:. J model on a two~sublattice 
antife,{oniagnet is considered. The self-consistent Born approximaiion for the matrix 
Green functions for doped.hole~ (spin polarons) and magnons is 'used to study 
temperature and doping dependence of the q~asi-particle hole spectrum 
and superconducting pairing of two holes on different sub lattices., A . numerical 
solution of the self-consistent system of equations by the fast Fourier transformation 
method shows a strong renormalization of the quasi-particle hole spectrum due 
to spin fluctuations and a singlet superconducting pairing of d-wave symmetry 
with maximal Tc "'0.011 around ·the hole concentration 0.25. We argue 
that the superconducting pairing of spin polarons for the model with strong electron 
correlations represents the mechanism of high-temperature superconductivity. 

The ·investigation ·has been performed at the Bogoliubov Laboratory 
of Theoretical Physics, JlNR. · · 
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